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ABSTRACT
This investigation was conducted to discover the resonance proton
absorption energy levels for the s34 (p,y )c|35 reaction between ep of 800
kev and 195° kev « the proton beam was produced by the two-mev van de graa»t
generator at the u. s. naval postgraduate school. the information was
obtained in the form of gamma yield vs. ep.
the following proton capture resonance levels, not previously
reported to the cognizance of the investigators, were discovered:
Ep ( KEV ) Relative Yield Half-width (kev)
1015*4 1.5 9
1206 k 13.5 5
1523 *k 4.5 '8
The low resonances at Ep of I37O, 1 6 10, 1697, |8|0, and i860 kev,
reported by hanscome and malich, were not definitely confirmed, though it
is possible that they were observed without being conclusively identified.
the authors gratefully acknowledge the contributions of both theo-
retical advice and technical assistance provided by professor edmund a.
Milne. Appreciation is also expressed for the technical assistance of
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I . Introduct ion
The Van de Graaff generator at the Naval Postgraduate School pro-
vides PROTONS WITH ENERGIES UP TO 2 MEV. FROM THE VIEW OF NUCLEAR
SPECTROSCOPY, PROTONS OF THESE ENERGIES ARE VERY SUITABLE FOR EXPERIMENTS
ON (P,Y ) REACTIONS IN LIGHTER NUCLEI. THESE RELATIVELY LOW BOMBARDING
ENERGIES HAVE TWO ADVANTAGES: THE DE-EXCITATION OF A RESONANCE LEVEL
WILL BE SIMPLER, THE LOWER THE EXCITATION ENERGY; AND THE GENERAL
BACKGROUND OF GAMMA RADIATION IS LOWER AT LOWER BOMBARDING ENERGIES.
Because little was known of the S (p,lf )CI reactions, they were selected
FOR INVESTIGATION.
A KNOWLEDGE OF THE NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE S (p, K")CI
reactions is required for this investigation:
Gamma ray energy for
Isotope Abundance Q-Value for (p, X) Ep 830 to 1 900 kev
s32 95.1* 2.285 3.O9O - 4.130 Mev
s33 .7* 5.12 5.925 - 6.960
s3* \.2$ 6.373 7.178 - 8.213
s36 .01$ 8.46 9.265 - 10.30
The chlorine products resulting from the (p, '( ) reactions with
s-3 and s-3 are stable isotopes which de-excite promptly to ground
state. However, the compound nuclides CI-33 and C|3^ are positron-








Figure 2. Decay Scheme or Cl3^
Little ihiroRMATioN is available concerning the cross-sections or
RELATIVE YIELDS rOR S(p, |f ) REACTIONS. HOWEVER, IT IS ASSUMED THAT
REACTIONS WITH S3" WILL NOT BE OBSERVABLE, SINCE THE ABUNDANCE BOTH IN




It is expected that gamma yields from strong s33 REACTIONS could
BE DETECTED FROM BOMBARDMENT OF NATURAL SULFUR TARGETS, WITH APPROXI-
MATELY THE SAME YIELDS AS WITH THE ENRICHED S^ MATERIAL, BECAUSE OF
THE SIMILAR PROPORTIONS OF S33 IN THE NATURAL AND THE ENRICHED SULFUR.
Figures I and 2 indicate that if reactions due to s3^ p or $33 p
WERE SUSPECTED, THEY COULD BE DISTINGUISHED FROM THE S^ p REACTIONS
BY INVESTIGATING POSSIBLE POSITRON DECAY OF THE COMPOUND NUCLIDES
C|33 AND ci3^ .

2. Previous Investigations
Relatively little work has been reported regarding the proton-gamma
reaction with isotopes of sulfur.
a comprehensive work over a limited energy range was performed by
C. Van der Leun, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands. His experi-
ments DEALT WITH THE PROTON-GAMMA REACTIONS OF ISOTOPES S32 AND s33, WITH
PROTON ENERGIES UP TO 800 KEV ( I ).
,
A. s32 + P
References as late as I958 report that within the Ep = 200 to
800 KEV REGION THERE IS ONLY ONE RESONANCE AT 59** KEV « HOWEVER,
PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE WITH E.M. ENDT REVEALS THAT THERE ARE TWO
RESONANCES AT 579'8± 1. 5 AND 5^7*^ . '»5 KEV ( 2 ). NO OTHER RESONANCES
OF S-3 HAVE BEEN FOUND BELOW 8^0 KEV.
The region of Ep s 0.9 to 2.1 Mev has been investigated by T. D.
Hanscome and C. W. Malich using the Van de Graaff generator at the Naval
Research Laboratory (3>*0« However, since no induced beta-activity was
OBSERVED, ALL RESONANCES WERE ATTRIBUTED TO THE S^ (p, V )CI^ REACTION.
Other investigations of sulfur include that of the S^( p p )s32
REACTION PERFORMED BY A. J. FERGUSON AND H. E. GOVE OF THE CHALK RlVER
Laboratories (5). With a HgS gas target, two resonances were reported
IN THE REGION Ep = 1.0 TO 2.8 MEV AT 1.9 AND 2.^\ MEV. THE LATTER IS
BEYOND THE ENERGY RANGE OF THIS INVESTIGATION, BUT THE 1.9 MEV RESONANCE
WAS FREQUENTLY OBSERVED. RECENT WORK BY J. W. OLNESS, W. HAEBERL I ANO
H. W. Lewis of Duke University with s32 ( p>p )s3
2
and S^ ( p ,p',V)S^
2
REACTIONS HAS CONFIRMED THE S^ RESONANCES AT 1.9 AND 2. 31 MEV (6).
Their experiments incorporated a H2S (99$ pure) gas target and

COVERED THE ENERGY RANGE OF Ep = I. 5 TO k .0 MEV.
Figure I summarizes the results of previous investigations and
INDICATES THE EXCITED LEVELS OF THE RESULTING COMPOUND NUCLEUS C 1 33 (j).
(See page 2)
Figure 3* Resonance Levels of Cl33
.. s33
Since sulfur of natural isotopic composition is only
.75$ s33
AND THE ENRICHED CoS^4 OBTAINED FROM THE OAK RlDGE LABORATORIES CONTAINED
0.8$ S*~>, AN ALMOST INSIGNIFICANT GAMMA YIELD CAN BE EXPECTED. CONCUR-
RENT INVESTIGATIONS OF THIS REACTION ARE BEING CONDUCTED BY A. H. GAEHLER

AND A. L. Knipp to determine excited levels of CP4 in the region Ep ~ I. 10
- 1.5 Mev. and since their enriched Cds33 contains 73*6$ s32 and \.2$ s3\
THEIR RESULTS HAVE BEEN COMPARED WITH THE RESONANCES OBSERVED IN THIS INVES-
TIGATION WITH CdS3^, IN ORDER TO TRY TO MATCH THE RESONANCES WITH THE
PROPER ISOTOPE. t
C. Van der Leun's investigations in the region of E p = 200 to 85O
KEV SHOW TWO RESONANCES AT kkj AND 5'3 KEV (')• HOWEVER, THESE FIGURES HAVE
BEEN REVISED AND ARE FINALLY REPORTED AS UU6. 5 AND 5^7*0 KEV (2). ALSO
SEVEN NEW LEVELS HAVE BEEN DETECTED IN C I 3^ . BETWEEN E p * 55° AND ^5° KEV >
AT LEAST TEN MORE RESONANCES ARE INDICATED IN THE S33 (p,VJCH REACTION.
A SUMMARY OF KNOWN RESONANCES RESULTING IN THE EXCITED STATE OF
IS GIVEN BELOW. 17-5





Little information regarding this reaction has been reported.
P. M. Endt has observed several resonances in the E. « 200 to 850 kev
REGION, BUT RESOLUTION DIFFICULTIES PREVENTED EXACT RESONANCE ENERGY
determinations (2). The region from Ep = .9 to 2.1 Mev, searched by
T. 0. Hanscome and C. W. Malich using cadmium sulfide of natural isotopic
composition, has revealed numerous narrow resonances, many of which
apparently are not easily resolved. slnce no induced activity was
observed, these resonances were attributed to s3^. the more prominent
RESONANCES WERE REPORTED AT Ep OF 1.37* l«6l, l-&9t I • Q t AND 1.86 MEV.
Hanscome and Malich have observed relatively intense resonances above
1.9 Mev but again poor resolution prevented their exact location. Esti-
mates of the gamma-ray energy coincided with calculated Q-values and
some possible cascade transitions were observed. work was discontinued
in this region, however, because the etulpment used by malich and
Hanscome was diverted to other uses.
a summary of the reported excited states of c 1 35 is reported




ci35 ci35 +N _ N ' ci35 +p-p'
q<5




The energy or the proton beam from the Van oe Graaff generator is
RESOLVED BY MEANS OF A 25"DEGREE ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYZER WHICH IS
CALIBRATED IN TERMS OF PROTON ENERGY VERSUS MAGNET CURRENT. In THE
ENERGY RANGE OF 800 TO 1 950 KEV, COVERED DURING THIS INVESTIGATION, THE
RELATION BETWEEN BEAM CURRENT AND MAGNET CURRENT IS ALMOST LINEAR, SO
THAT ADJACENT CALIBRATION POINTS CAN BE CONNECTED BY A STRAIGHT LINE.
IT IS NOTED THAT THE ENERGY OF THE BEAM IS SUBJECT TO THE STABILITY OF THE
MAGNET CURRENT, AND EVIDENCE WILL BE DESCRIBED WHICH INDICATES THAT THIS
CURRENT IS SUBJECT TO DRIFT. HOWEVER, THE SCANNING RATE FOR AN ENERGY
RANGE CAN BE CONTROLLED SO THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO PROCEED IN STEPS OF
f
LESS THAN 0.5 KEV FOR LOCATING INDIVIDUAL RESONANCE PEAKS.
»
Regulation of the number of protons hitting the target per bombard-
ment IS ACCOMPLISHED BY MEANS OF A CURRENT INTEGRATOR WHICH UTILIZES A
CAPACITOR TO CUT OFF THE BEAM AFTER A SELECTED AMOUNT OF CHARGE HAS BEEN
RECEIVED AT THE TARGET, RATHER THAN AFTER A SELECTED PERIOD OF BOMBARDMENT,
THE GAMMA YIELD FROM BOMBARDMENT WAS DETECTED BY MEANS OF A THALLIUM-
ACTIVATED SODIUM IODIDE CRYSTAL MOUNTED ON A PHOTOMULT I PL I ER TUBE. THE
SIGNALS FROM THE PHOTOMUL T I PL I ER WERE PASSED TO AS MANY AS THREE NON-
OVERLOADING AMPLIFIERS WHICH WERE CAPABLE OF EITHER INTEGRAL OR DIFFEREN-
TIAL PULSE DISCRIMINATION. THE SIGNALS FROM EACH AMPLIFIER WERE COUNTED
BY A CONVENTIONAL SCALER. THE UNDISCRIMINATED SIGNALS FROM ONE OF THE
AMPLIFIERS WERE PASSED TO AN OSCILLOSCOPE FOR VISUAL PRESENTATION, AND
A POLAROID CAMERA WAS USED TO RECORD PULSE HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AT SELECTED
ENERGIES.
I See Fig. 12, Analysis Equipment Schematic Diagram
9

Certain unconventional components of the investigative equipment are
described in appendix ii.
H. Preparation of the Targets
Pure sulfur, melting point I I2°C, is quickly evaporated by the heat
generated by proton beams of the order of intensity of those required
for this investigation. consequently, enriched sulfur was obtained in
the form of cadmium sulfide, which sublimes in pure nitrogen at 1 1^)0°c .
Thus the stability of this material under conditions of proton bombard-
ment is undoubtedly better than that of natural sulfur, though it was
I
DISCOVERED THAT THE CADMIUM SULFIDE REQUIRED CONSTANT COOLING DURING
use. The method of cooling is described in Appendix I.
The cadmium sulfide obtained in powder form is not convenient as
such for targets for proton bombardment. the method used for preparing
targets from powdered material is a modification of the standard vacuum




Substances which were expected to contribute gamma yields during the
proton bombardment of the enriched material include the following:





b. f ", which primarily exhibits the reaction f'9 (p, o< , y/ )0
.
The product nuclide in this reaction emits relatively intense
gammas of 6.i3> 6. jo, and ~j . \2 mev predominantly, energies which are
of the same order of magnitude as the ground state transition radia-
TION FROM THE S^ (P, ]f JCM-' REACTION. Th I S CONTAMINANT WAS PRESENT
IN VARYING AMOUNTS ON ALL OF THE TARGETS AND UNFORTUNATELY EXHIBITS A
NUMBER OF RELATIVELY HIGH RESONANCES THROUGHOUT MOST OF THE ENERGY
RANGE OF THIS INVESTIGATION. THE ORIGIN OF THE FLUORINE WAS NOT ESTAB-
LISHED. It is possible that the tantalum discs carrying the CdS contained
THE SUBSTANCE, BUT BLANK TARGETS CLEANED IN THE SAME MANNER AS THOSE
WITH THE CDS, EXHIBITED VERY LITTLE OF THIS RADIATION. IT MAY BE
SIGNIFICANT THAT THE TARGETS OF ENRICHED CdS INDICATED CONSIDERABLY MORE
FLUORINE THAN THOSE WITH THE NATURAL COMPOUND, RAISING THE POSSIBILITY
THAT THE ENRICHED MATERIAL ITSELF CONTAINS A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF FLUORINE.
,.12 ,J3
C. C AND C J ARE DEPOSITED ON A TARGET DURING THE COURSE OF BOM-
BARDMENT. Apparently this carbon results from the minute amount of
DIFFUSION PUMP OIL THAT IS ABLE TO "CREEP" INTO THE SYSTEM, FOR SPOTS
OF CARBON BLACKENING WERE MORE NOTICEABLE ON TARGETS WHICH HAD BEEN
BOMBARDED IN RELATIVELY POOR VACUUM. THE BROAD I.698MEV RESONANCE
II

OF THE C (p,^ )N -> REACTION YIELDING GAMMAS OF 3*5' Mev was ALWAYS
DISCERNIBLE IN VARIOUS INTENSITIES, AND IT IS CONSIDERED THAT THIS
REACTION CONTRIBUTED TO THE GENERAL INCREASE IN BACKGROUND RADIATION
OBSERVED THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE UPPER PORTION OF THE ENERGY RANGE TO
1.9 Mev. This is illustrated in Figures 9 AND '0» On the other hand,
it is not certain whether all of the several known resonances for the
c 3(p,v)n reaction were observed consistently, because of the low
relative abundance of c'3 (about i . i/o and the low cross-sections for
the resonances, usually less than 0.1 millibarn.
The following methods were employed for determining whether observed
resonances should be attributed to 5^ (p, ^)c|35 reactions:
a. The energy range was traversed using targets of cadmium sulfide
with natural sulfur, prepared by bubbling hydrogen sulfide into cadmium
nitrate and separating the filtrate with a centrifuge. the relative
magnitudes of resonances observed using these targets were compared with
the yields obtained using the enriched material to determine whether
possible resonances due to s^ reactions exhibited increased yields
with the enriched targets.
b. The energy range was again traversed using blank targets which
had been treated exactly the same as the cadmium sulfide targets, except
for the actual coating. this technique provided an indication of the
order of magnitude of the background yield, but it was not conclusive
in revealing the amount of fluorine contamination on the targets.
Figure f. shows the yields from the 873 and the 935 KEV fluorine resonances
COMPARED WITH THOSE OBSERVED USING TARGETS OF ENRICHED MATERIAL.
C. TWO AND SOMETIMES THREE AMPLIFIERS WITH APPROPRIATE INTEGRAL OR
DIFFERENTIAL BIASES WERE USED TO SEPARATE CONTAMINANT RADIATION FROM
12

THE PRIMARY GAMMAS OF THE S34 RESONANCE REACTIONS. Th I S TECHNIQUE CAN BE
USED FOR SEPARATING GAMMAS DUE TO Cl^ AND N'3, AND THOSE FROM CERTAIN
N' n LEVELS, BUT IT WAS NOT CONSIDERED THAT THE CALIBRATION OF THE AMPL I
-
./-
fiers was sufficiently accurate for separating the radiation from .
The technique is also limited by the fact that it only allows identifica-
tion of the yields of the primary radiation from the sj reactions which
are energetically distinct from fluorine reactions, and it is not useful
for identifying cascade radiation from the 5^ reactions.
d. The most reliable means available for distinguishing the 0'
de-exciting radiation from that due to c i^ was photographic analysis
OF RESONANCE RADIATION. As ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 6(a), THE GAMMA
SIGNATURE OF THE F (p,°< , if )0 '" REACTION IS RELATIVELY DISTINCT, AND
IT IS PROTON ENERGY-INDEPENDENT THROUGHOUT THE RANGE OF THIS INVESTI-
16*
gation. However, it is noted that the gamma signature is only an
approximate energy calibration for unknown radiation, for the following
reasons:
(1) The oscilloscope presentation is not linear.
(2) The vertical scale on the oscilloscope exhibited a tendency to
drift, and on one occasion this amounted to approximately \^)% over a
period of an hour. the source of the drift could have been either in
the oscilloscope itself or in the pulse height of the incoming signal
from the amplifier or the photomul t i pl i er
.
Resolution and Calibration of the Equipment
Based on observation of the resonance "spikes" of aluminum used
for calibrations, it is considered that the rated resolution of the proton
beam of 0.2#, or two kev at one mev, is not exceeded. the influence of
the "drift," discussed in the succeeding paragraph, on the observed widths
•3

of these spikes, was probably not appreciable, since the peaks of the
spikes usually could be defined by not more than four readings at inter-
vals of approximately 0.5 kev, requiring less than a minute and a half.
the thickness of the aluminum coating on the target was not known, but
the total peak widths due to the width of the beam plus the thickness
of the target were sometimes as narrow as 2 kev, so that the beam width
could not have exceeded this.
Both aluminum and fluorine targets were used for calibration, and
the shapes and spacings of the latter were correlated with gamma
signatures which could always be identified on the cadmium sulfide targets.
However, it is considered that the influence of drift on these calibra-
tions WAS THE MOST SERIOUS LIMITATION TO THE ACCURACY OF THE DETERMINATIONS
OF THE RESONANCE ABSORPTION LEVELS. THE OBSERVED DRIFTS WERE PROBABLY DUE
BOTH TO SMALL FLUCTUATIONS IN THE MAGNET CURRENT SOURCE AND TO STRAYING
OF THE REFERENCE CURRENT USED WITH THE POTENTIOMETER. THESE TWO CONTRI-
BUTIONS TO DRIFT COULD BE APPROXIMATELY RESOLVED AT ANY SPECIFIED POINT
FOR A GIVEN TIME INTERVAL; BUT THE DRIFT RATE WAS NOT CONSTANT EITHER
IN MAGNITUDE OR DIRECTION. ACCORDINGLY THE MOST REASONABLE WAY TO TREAT
THE DRIFT APPEARED TO BE TO ESTABLISH AT LEAST TWO CALIBRATION POINTS
FOR EACH HYSTERESIS LOOP OF THE ELECTROMAGNET AND REFER ALL ENERGIES
OBSERVED FOR THIS LOOP TO THIS SLOPE. THE SLOPE WAS OBVIOUSLY NOT
PRECISELY CONSTANT, AS IS OFTEN ASSUMED. THE REPORTED ENERGIES SHOULD
THEN BE MODIFIED BY AN ARBITRARY ACCURACY WHICH REFLECTS THE MAXIMUM
DRIFTS OBSERVED. THE ACCURACY OF THIS INVESTIGATION, CONSIDERING ONLY
DRIFT AND BEAM RESOLUTION, WAS POSTULATED AS
_
k KEV FOR EACH OBSERVED
ENERGY.

Widths of Resonance Peaks
After calibrating carefully and allowing for drift as described in
the foregoing section, the resonance yield must be made as narrow as
possible so that the peak can be clearly defined. besides drift, the
three factors which influence yield width are beam resolution (discussed
above), ACTUAL resonance WIDTH, and target thickness. Thus it is CLEAR
THAT THE TARGETS USED FOR THE FINAL DETERMINATION OF RESONANCE PROTON
ENERGIES SHOULD BE AS THIN AS PRACTICABLE WHILE STILL ALLOWING AN
APPRECIABLE INTENSITY OF YIELD. In COATING THE FINAL TARGETS, TWO AND
ONE-HALF MILLIGRAMS OF CADMIUM SULFIDE WERE USED FOR APPROXIMATELY 65
CM OF SURFACE, INCLUDING THE WASTED AREAS ON THE WELL, DESCRIBED IN
Appendix I. It is noted that for "rough scanning" of energy levels,
photographing resonance peaks, and other procedures that require pro-
tracted bombardment of a target, 10 milligrams per 65 cm produces
fairly rugged targets, though the resonance widths observed are rela-
tively coarse.
Amplitudes of Resonances
The observed amplitudes of yield peaks depend on such factors as the
following:
(a) the integrator capacitance selected.
(b) Calibration and bias settings of the amplifiers.
(c) Thickness of the targets.
(d) Location of the crystal relative to the targets.
(e) Intensity of the background.
From the foregoing it is apparent that the absolute values of the reso-
nance amplitudes are not relevant except as related to other resonances
observed with the same target during the same run. The plots in Figures 7
through 10 have been normalized to a reference plot, so that the reso-





The two intense fluorine peaks at Ep of 873.5 AND 935 KEV WERE ob-
served WITH APPROXIMATELY CORRECT RELATIVE YIELDS ON ALL TARGETS RUN IN
this energy range. however, they were carefully searched for low
intensity s3^ resonances, because:
(a) The peaks obtained with Cds34 targets were separated slightly
more than the same resonances on pure fluorine targets.
(b) The shapes of the CdS3^ resonances were not regular like the
natural fluorine peaks, particularly near the leading edges.
(c) THE WIDTH-AMPLITUDE RATIOS OF THE CoS^ FLIuorine resonances
were consistently greater than the same ratios for pure fluorine targets.
However, Figure 6(a), typical of several obtained from these peaks, indi-
cates THAT ANY S3^ RESONANCES THEREIN ARE WELL MASKED BY THE FLUORINE AND
were not resolved by the techniques described herein.
The peak at E p of 10 1 5 kev »s considered to be due to s3^ for the
following reasons:
(a) There are no known contaminants in this energy range.
(b) The peak is relatively higher with CdS-3 targets than with CoS-^
or CdS^.
(c) Figure 6(b) indicates that the calculated ground state transition
GAMMAS OF 7*37 Mcv ARE PROBABLY PRESENT, AS WELL AS POSSIBLE CASCADES WITH
GAMMAS OF ABOUT 5*7 AN0 l»7 ^EV.
The low yield resonance at 1
1 55 KEV WAS observed only with enriched
TARGETS, AS WOULD BE EXPECTED IF IT WERE DUE TO S3^ . HOWEVER, RESOLUTION
IN THIS ENERGY RANGE IS DIFFICULT BECAUSE OF A HIGH BACKGROUND OF RADIA-
TION FROM A LOW FLUORINE LEVEL AT I 1 76 KEV WITH A HALF-WIDTH OF 1 30 KEV.
16

It is also noted that there is a reported C'3 resonance at Il60 kev, though
THIS MAY NOT HAVE APPEARED DUE TO ITS LOW CROSS-SECTION OF O.56 MILLIBARNS.
Fl£URE_8_
The relatively intense resonance at Ep of 1206 kev is considered to
BE DUE TO S^> FOR THE SAME REASONS AS THOSE SET FORTH FOR THE PEAK AT 10
1
5
KEV ABOVE. IT IS NOTED ON FIGURE 6(c) THAT THE PRIMARY GAMMAS OF APPROXI-
MATELY 7.6 Mev are faintly discernible, but most of the radiation IS
CASCADE BELOW k .5 MEV.
The peaks at Ep of 13^6 and 1 37^ KEV ARE known to be predominantly
fluorine resonances, for their relative intensities and their separation
are consistent with results obtained with pure fluorine targets. however,
considerable efforts were made to try to resolve them for the following
reasons:
(a) A S^ resonance has been reported at 137° KEV BY Hanscome and
Mal ich.
(b) The definition of neither of the peaks was nearly as clear-cut
as with fluorine targets.
(c) With thin targets a small spike was sometimes observed just
below the i 3**6 kev peak, and another small spike was always apparent
nearly at the top of the i 3t^ kev peak. various photographs like
Figure 6(d), taken near the 1 37^ peak, were not conclusive, for the 6.13*
16*
6.9, AND 7* '2 GAMMAS FROM ,D ARE VERY INTENSE.
IT IS SPECULATED THAT THERE COULD BE CASCADE GAMMAS OF APPROXIMATELY
3 AND k MEV, BUT IT IS NOT CLAIMED THAT the 1370 $ RESONANCE WAS AC-
TUALLY OBSERVED. IT IS NOTED THAT DRIFT WAS VERY APPARENT DURING THIS
PART OF THE INVESTIGATION. On ONE OCCASION THE GALVANOMETER DRIFTED
APPROXIMATELY k KEV AT A CONSTANT SETTING DURING THE FIVE-MINUTE INTERVAL
17

REQUIRED TO CHANGE TARGETS FOR PHOTOGRAPHING.
It is possible that the small peaks AT Ep of \kky and 1^79 kev are
DUE TO S3^, FOR THEY WERE NOT OBSERVED WITH CdS32 TARGETS, AND THEIR RES-
PECTIVE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE NOT SIMILAR TO ANY OBSERVED GAMMA SIGNATURES OF
POSSIBLE CONTAMINANTS. FlGURE 6(e) INDICATES POSSIBLE HIGH ENERGY RADIA-
TION OF THE CALCULATED 8MEV, WITH SEVERAL CASCADE GAMMAS, E.G., 6, 5>
k, 2.3, etc. Figure 6(f) shows no radiation above approximately 6.5
Mev, with numerous possible CASCADES BELOW THIS.
FOR REASONS DISCUSSED FOR OTHER PEAKS ABOVE, THE RESONANCE AT 1 5^3
KEV IS CONSIDERED TO BE DUE TO S3^ . It IS NOTED THAT THE YIELD IS LOWER
FOR NATURAL TARGETS THAN FOR ENRICHED, AND THIS RESONANCE IS NOT REPORTED
AT ALL DURING THE S33 INVESTIGATION BY GAEHLER AND KNIPP. FlGURE 6(g)
INDICATES MAXIMUM GAMMAS OF APPROXIMATELY 7 MEV, WITH NUMEROUS CASCADES.
FlGURE_l2 (IT IS NOTED THAT THIS ENERGY REGION EXTENDS ONLY TO ABOUT
1950 KEV)
The small peaks at E p of 1626 kev did not appear regularly, fre-
QUi
photographed. However, it was also observed during the Gaehler and
Knipp investigation of s33 resonances, and might be due to S^ or S-3 .
all
It is noted that Hanscome and Malich reported a Sj resonance at l6lO kev,
The reported resonances of C at 1697 kev and of s32 at 19OO kev
WERE REGULARLY OBSERVED AND IDENTIFIED. HOWEVER, THESE TWO PEAKS PROVIDE
A HIGH BACKGROUND IN THE REGION BETWEEN THEM WHICH MAKES RESOLUTION OF
SMALL PEAKS THEREIN QUITE DIFFICULT. DEFINITE SMALL PEAKS WERE OBSERVED
AT 1731, 1758, I768, I787, I798, |8H|, AND 19^2 KEV, AND FlGURE 6(h) IS
TYPICAL OF THESE. IT SHOWS A RELATIVELY LARGE AMOUNT Of RADIATION WITH
ENERGY GREATER THAN 8MEV, SUFFICIENT TO BE DUE TO S3 RESONANCES, AND
18
IENTLY BEING MASKED BY THE BROAD 1 697 C RESONANCE, AND IT WAS NOT

NUMEROUS CASCADES. HOWEVER, IT IS CONSIDERED THAT FURTHER WORK IN THIS
REGION WOULD BE REQUIRED TO RESOLVE AND IDENTIFY ALL OF THESE PEAKS, DUE
TO THEIR RELATIVELY LOW YIELD AND CLOSE SPACING.
19

Fig. 6(e). r-0 Fig. 6(b). r-oi
5'












Fig. 6(d). r-ci/ :
Ep - 1575 kev
6.9 -'ev
Fig. 6(f). r-ci"




Ep = 1798 kev
7R*
Fi ure 6. Gonna Spectra for (p, Y) Reactions

7. Conclusions
1. The observed resonances which are most likely to be due to the S^
(p,Y)C|35 reaction are the following:
Ep (kev) Relative Yield Halt-width (kev)
1015 + k 1.5 9
1206 k 13.5 5
1523 k 4.5 8
2. Observed resonances which are probably due to the s34 (p,Y)C|35
reaction are:
EP (Kev) Relative Yield Half-width (kev)
I 155 _+ k 0.25 UNDETERMINED
\kky




3. Possible resonances due to the s34 (p, }f)CI^ reaction, which require
MORE REFINED DEFINITION FOR POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION, ARE THE FOLLOWING:
Ep (kev) Relative Yield Half-width (kev)











I798 k 2.5 2
|84l
_+ k 2.0 UNDETERMINED





The material used for the targets was cadmium sulfide in powder
form, in which the sulfur had been enriched from naturally-occurring
\.2$> OF SJ4 TO APPROXIMATELY 37'2$ 0F S^ • °N ^ ADVANTAGE OF USING THIS
COMPOUND FOR PROTON BOMBARDMENT IS THAT IT REMAINS STABLE AT RELATIVELY
HIGH TEMPERATURES, SO THAT MELTING IT WITH THE HEAT GENERATED BY THE
PROTON BEAM IS NOT A PROBLEM, AS IS THE CASE WITH PURE SULFUR. THE
ONLY FIGURE AVAILABLE DESCRIBING THE MELTING TEMPERATURE OF CADMIUM SUL-
FIDE IS FROM THE HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS, WHICH GIVES I 750°C
AT 100 ATM. PRESSURE. APPARENTLY IN THE VACUUMS OF 10*^ - IO-"MM.Hg AT
WHICH THE TARGETS WERE BOTH COATED AND BOMBARDED, THE CADMIUM SULFIDE
SUBLIMES, RATHER THAN MELTS. OTHER ADVANTAGES OF THIS COMPOUND ARE THAT
IT IS RELATIVELY STABLE UNDER STANDARD CONDITIONS AND IT IS NOT HYGRO-
SCOPIC. The most important disadvantage is that after it has sublimed
due to heating, cadmium sulfide will only deposit on surfaces which are
at very low temperatures. this troublesome characteristic was dis-
covered by accident, and it may be the reason that cadmium sulfide has
not been more widely used as target material by other investigators of
sulfur resonances.
The basic procedure used for preparing the cadmium sulfide targets
was the conventional vacuum plating technique, in which the cadmium
SULFIDE sample is heated to sublimation temperature in A VACUUM OF
APPROXIMATELY lO'^MM.HG. THE TARGET "CARRIERS" WERE THIN TANTALUM DISCS
APPROXIMATELY I. 5 CM. IN DIAMETER, WHICH HAD BEEN CLEANED BY USING BOTH
NITRIC ACID AND ACETONE IN ATTEMPTING TO MINIMIZE THE AMOUNT OF FLUORINE
CONTAMINATION WHICH APPARENTLY NO AMOUNT OF CLEANING CAN COMPLETELY
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ELIMINATE. THE PRINCIPAL INNOVATION TO CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUE WAS IN
COOLING THE TANTALUM DISCS SO THAT THE CADMIUM SULFIDE MOLECULES WOULD
"STICK" THEREON AFTER SUBLIMATION. FOR THIS PURPOSE, A STAINLESS STEEL
LIQUID AIR TRAP WAS PREPARED. THE DISCS WERE SECURED PERIPHERALLY AROUND
THE WELL BY WEDGING THEM BETWEEN ADJUSTABLE BANDS OF LUCITE SO THAT THE
BACK OF EACH DISC WAS FLAT AGAINST THE SURFACE OF THE WELL FOR MAXIMUM
HEAT CONDUCTION. EXCEPT FOR THAT PORTION WHICH CONTAINED THE DISCS, THE
EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE WELL WAS INSULATED BY LUCITE SO THAT NONE OF THE
CADMIUM SULFIDE WOULD BE WASTED. It HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY NOTED THAT A
SMALL AMOUNT OF CARBON CONTAMINATION WAS IN EVIDENCE ON TARGETS PREPARED
IN THIS MANNER. A POSSIBLE SOURCE OF THIS CARBON WAS THE DIFFUSION PUMP
OIL WHICH APPARENTLY ADHERES TO THE COLD SURFACES OF THE WELL AND THE
DISCS FROM THE TIME THE COOLING IS COMMENCED, BEFORE THE CADMIUM SULFIDE
SUBLIMATION OCCURS. In AN ATTEMPT TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF THIS CONTAMI-
nant, a piston was placed inside the well at a height just above the
location of the topmost ring of discs. a ^" vertical slot was cut in the
lucite insulation on the outside of the well. thus when liquid air was
first poured in, the piston prevented it from dropping to the bottom, so
that the initial cooling occurred between the piston and the top of the
well. it is hoped that by this device the carbon contaminant could be
induced to deposit on the surface exposed by the slot, so that by the
time the vacuum inside the glass bell was sufficiently low to commence
heating the cadmium sulfide, most of the carbon should have been removed.
Before the cadmium sulfide was heated, the piston was removed and the
vacuum plating proceeded conventionally. to facilitate observation of the
relatively small quantity of material, a magnifying mirror was placed
beside the " boat", or i ented so that the operator of the heat control could
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OBSERVE THE TARGET MATERIAL. IT WAS NOTED THAT THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE
DISCS RELATIVE TO THE CADMIUM SULFIDE NEED NOT BE L I NE-OF-S I GHT, SINCE
TEMPERATURE RATHER THAN LOCATION IS THE GOVERNING FACTOR IN PLATING THIS
MATERIAL. APPROXIMATELY 30 DISCS WERE COATED PER RUN. CARBON CONTAMINA-
TION WAS ALMOST ELIMINATED BY THE ABOVE PROCEDURE, BUT A SIGNIFICANT





Use of CdS as a target material required certain modifications to
the target section of the van de graaff generator. because of the thermal
INSTABILITY OF CdS TARGETS UNDER PROTON BOMBARDMENT, SOME MEANS OF COOLING
THE TARGET HAD TO BE DEVISED (SEE FlG. II). A 6" PYREX TEST TUBE (O.D.
2") OPEN AT BOTH ENDS WAS INSERTED IN THE TARGET CHAMBER OF THE GENERATOR
BY MEANS OF A HIGH VACUUM METAL -TO-GLASS COUPLING. THE CdS COATED TANTALUM
DISCS, WITH A SEALING GASKET, WERE PLACED ON THE OPPOSITE END TO BE HELD
IN PLACE BY PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL. A STREAM OF COOLED AIR WAS CIRCULATED
AROUND THE BACK OF THE EXPOSED TANTALUM DISC. It WAS CONSIDERED THAT THIS
provided good heat conduction, without interfering with gamma transmission,
the integrator current was collected by a conductor held snugly against
the tantalum with a transparent celluloid cover, providing electrical
insulation. the complete assembly was inserted into the well of a 2"x2"
thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal mounted on a photomult i pl i er
tube oriented parallel to the beam.
The arrangement proved to be satisfactory even though the tantalum-
to-glass gasket seal had to be replaced frequently. the constant cooling
of the target allowed beam currents of up to 8^a for the long periods
OF BOMBARDMENT NECESSARY FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS. On SEVERAL OCCASIONS
WHEN THE COOLING OF THE TARGET HAD BEEN INADVERTANTLY INTERRUPTED, THE
YIELD WAS OBSERVED TO DECREASE TO BACKGROUND UNDER CONTINUED BOMBARDMENT
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